
 
Sausage Number 5 is a part of 20 similar paintings about one and the same double sausage. If 
someone wondering why should devote a cycle of paintings for a sausage, I should say: very 
simple! At first it’s because sausages actually are very smart. Snake, what betrayed Eve also 
reminded sausage: It was smarter and more insidious than all living creatures. So are sausages. 
Even now some of the Academies considers, that tempter of Holy Scriptures were sausage.  

And also: Why Erihtony, a character of Vergilius poems first invented stretchers and carts? Only 
because of Roman god Volcano, who made him with legs of sausage and to hide it he better 
ordered himself to bear in stretchers than rode a horse.  1

The importance of sausage also is noticed by classy Latvian poet Čaklais:“These Longings as bent 
so blue!- said girl who eats a sausage”.  Consequently through the sausage can detect heightened 2

feelings. And that what offers emotional fulfillment has the right to turn into an artwork. 

About “Sausage Number 5”, what is chosen from 20 other sausages because of the random 
circumstances, it is the only sausage on a straight horizon, it is very important although the horizon 
is just a kitchen tiles. 
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